Benefits of Keyword-Based Data Reduction
Keyword-based data reduction is often maligned as being imprecise and ineffective. But with experts at
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precision (finding what’s needed without over-inclusion), data volume can be significantly reduced and the
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refined dataset can be searched to more readily find the documents
that matter most. H5 offers its clients
such expertise. The case studies below are just a few examples of how H5 has helped clients reduce cost
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and risk using keyword-based data reduction.
the helm who know how to construct keyword search that can achieve simultaneously high recall and
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CASE STUDY

 Matter Type: SEC Investigation of Possible Federal Securities
H5 Violations
Offering: Key Document Identification
 Collected Data Volume: 900,000 documents
 Volume after H5’s Keyword Reduction: 22,847 (97% volume reduction)

SITUATION: A Fortune 100 health insurance provider was pursuing an internal investigation involving potentially improper diagnosis practices
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of three weeks, resulting in the production of 16,125 documents, approximately 70% of the review set.

H5’S VALUE: H5 experts in Key Document Identification worked with counsel to understand the specific allegations at issue as well as catalogue
the various sources of data that needed to be investigated. Subsequently, H5 experts designed and executed a battery of complex searches
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332,296 documents
 Volume after H5’s Keyword Reduction: 43,981 (87% volume reduction)
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 Matter Type: Telecom Industry Responsive Review for Patent Litigation
On a weekly basis, H5 delivered a streamlined set of documents responding to counsel’s
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 Collected Data Volume: 972,681 documents
 Volume after H5’s Keyword Reduction: 141,264 (85% volume reduction)
In addition to keeping pace with ongoing requests and deliverables, the H5 team re-executed previous searches to address waves of new data
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4,500 documents from a total of 2.3 million documents in the review set. This dramatic reduction and pinpointing of relevant documents was

enabled through the H5 team’s effective subject matter acquisition of the relevant issues at play, ongoing tight communication and reporting
with counsel, expert topic-based searching, as well as additional proprietary data analytics removing unnecessary duplicative content from
deliverables.
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